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Abstract

Mixed-Criticality systems are arising due to the push from several
major industries including avionics and automotive, where functionalities
with different safety criticality levels are integrated into a modern com-
puting platform to reduce size, weight and energy. The state-of-the-art
research has focused on protecting critical tasks under the threat of task
overrun, which is achieved by killing less critical tasks or degrading their
services to free system resources to guarantee critical tasks. We take in
this paper a different approach to protecting critial tasks by embracing
rich features of modern computing platforms. In particular, we explore
dynamic processor speedup to aid the scheduling of mixed-criticality sys-
tems. We show that speedup in situation of overrun can not only help to
protect the timeliness of critical tasks, but also to improve the degraded
services for less critical tasks. Furthermore, we show that speedup is even
more attractive as it can help the system to recover faster to normal op-
eration. Thus, speedup could only be temporarily required and incur low
cost. The proposed techniques are validated by both theoretical analysis
and experimental results with an industrial flight management system and
extensive simulations.

1 Introduction

Today, a common trend in many industry sectors (e.g. automotive and avionics)
is to consolidate tasks with varying safety requirements into a common comput-
ing platform [1], due to size, weight and power (SWaP) concerns. In parallel,
modern computing platforms used to host mixed-criticality systems are becom-
ing increasingly complex to attain high performance and rich features [2]. The
crossroads of both trends poses enormous challenges on the design of mixed-
criticality systems, where the ultimate goal is to provide heterogeneous safety
assurances to tasks of different criticality levels.

One of such challenges is in the real-time domain [1]. With the adoption of
modern computing platforms, accurate worst-case execution time (WCET) is
becoming very hard to obtain [3], due to complex pipeline/memory architectures
and resource contention patterns. For safety-oriented mixed-criticality systems,
uncertainties in WCET, i.e. runtime overrun, should then be assumed and



addressed when scheduling the system. Furthermore, tasks of different criticality
levels should react to task overrun to different extents.

State-of-the-art. To date, the main thread of research on mixed-criticality
systems has focused on the real-time aspect and a common model exists to
specify such systems [4–9]. The system starts with the normal operation mode,
where all tasks are guaranteed assuming no task overrun. However, if tasks
overrun their expected WCETs, the system transits to a critical operation mode,
during which the protection of critical tasks is commonly achieved by killing less
critical tasks [4–8], or lately, by degrading the services [9] provided to less critical
tasks. As a result, critical tasks may still meet their deadlines by using the freed
resources from less critical tasks.

Motivation. Degrading the services for less critical tasks or killing them in
the extreme can incur great performance/service loss. In addition, it has been
shown recently that task killing could actually violate system safety [10]. This
is often overlooked for mixed-criticality systems: Tasks of each criticality level
are associated with certain safety requirement, see e.g. the common safety reg-
ulation IEC 61508 [11]. While it is true that the safety requirement on a higher
criticality level is more stringent, removing tasks of a lower criticality level sim-
ply removes the required safety associated to that criticality level. Therefore, for
the sake of both safety and performance, alternative mechanisms for protecting
critical tasks are needed.

Contribution. This paper explores the combination of mixed-criticality
scheduling with architecture features of modern computing platforms. Our
key insight is that, routine features of such platforms like dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling (DVFS) [12] and dynamic cache partitioning and locking
(DCPL) [13] could be used to facilitate the design of adaptive mixed-criticality
systems. As a proof of concept, we solve in this paper mixed-criticality schedul-
ing with the aid of DVFS. DVFS is conventionally used to conserve energy
by exploring free slacks in the system to slow the processor down (underclock-
ing) [12]. In contrast, we adopt DVFS to speed up the processor (overclocking)
when there is a timing urgency caused by task overrun, such that all tasks could
still meet their deadlines. Or in case service degradation for less critical tasks is
permitted under overrun, speeding up the processor can allow us to improve the
degraded services for less critical tasks. In the latter case, one could trade the
processor speedup with the degraded services for less critical tasks, improving
the flexibility in mixed-criticality scheduling.

In practice, processor speedup increases energy dissipation and is often regu-
lated by power/thermal management [14]. For example, Intel turbo boost tech-
nology would allow a maximum of 2x speedup for around 30s [14]. Moreover,
fast recovery from adversary events like task overrun is often desired, especially
for embedded systems deployed in safety-related domains. In both regards, we
show that processor speedup can actually help the system to recover/reset faster:
By speeding up the processor, the system overload could be resolved faster, en-
abling quick resuming of normal operation/speed. For our experiments with a
flight management system, we analytically compute that the maximum resetting
time is less than 3s with a speedup of 2x. Since overrunning expected WCETs
is rare, this suggests that processor speedup for mixed-criticality systems could
have low cost, as it would only be temporarily required.

In the remainder of this paper, we adopt earliest deadline first (EDF) schedul-
ing and provide theoretical results on: (1) calculating a minimum processor
speedup to guarantee system schedulability in critical operation mode (Sec-



tion 3), and (2) quantifying the system resetting time under processor speedup
(Section 4). In addition, we analytically show the tradeoffs between different de-
sign parameters including processor speedup, service degradation and resetting
time in Section 5. To demonstrate the applicability of our proposed techniques,
we finally conduct experiments with both an industrial flight management sys-
tem and extensive simulations on synthesized task sets (Section 6). Our results
confirm that dynamic processor speedup can greatly increase system schedula-
bility regions and is typically required for only short periods of time.

2 System model

We assume a set of n sporadic dual-criticality tasks τ = {τ1, · · · , τi, · · · , τn}
scheduled on a uniprocessor. Each task may issue an infinite number of jobs.
Task τi is characterized by the minimum inter-arrival time between consecutive
jobs Ti, relative deadline Di, and criticality level χi. We assume tasks have
constrained deadlines, i.e. ∀τi ∈ τ,Di ≤ Ti. Furthermore, a task can either
have high (HI) criticality or low (LO) criticality, i.e. ∀τi ∈ τ, χi ∈ {HI,LO}.
Moreover, we denote all χ criticality tasks as τχ, i.e. τχ = {τi|χi = χ}.

To model the uncertainties in task WCETs, we adopt a common assump-
tion in the literature [4–9]: The WCETs of tasks are modeled on all existing
criticality levels, with the WCETs on HI criticality being more pessimistic than
those on LO criticality (for safety assurance). We denote the WCET of τi on
criticality χ as Ci(χ). In addition, we assume that LO criticality tasks are not
allowed to exceed their LO criticality WCETs. Based on this model, the conven-
tional mixed-criticality scheduling techniques [1] provide dynamic guarantees to
all tasks, which can be specified by a simple mode switch protocol:

• The system starts with LO mode, where all tasks are guaranteed to meet
their deadlines if they do not exceed their LO criticality WCETs.

• Whenever any HI criticality task exceeds its LO criticality WCET, the
system transits immediately to HI mode, and all LO criticality tasks are
dropped or their services are degraded hereafter to protect the timeliness
of HI criticality tasks.

For each LO criticality task τi, the degraded service is interpreted as the
increased inter-arrival time Ti and/or deadline Di. For notational convenience,
we denote the parameters of task τi in mode χ as: {Ti(χ), Di(χ), Ci(χ)}. Fur-
thermore, for task parameters of HI criticality tasks, further constraints need
to be applied for the reason explained as follows.

Preparation for overrun. For any HI criticality task τi, assume that
it has the same deadline (original deadline Di) in both LO and HI operation
modes: Di(HI) = Di(LO) = Di. Consequently, in LO mode, if τi exceeds its
LO criticality WCET just at its deadline, it would then be impossible for the
task to finish the increased load by its deadline. In light of this, HI criticality
tasks need to finish before their actual deadlines in LO mode. This can be
achieved by artificially shortening their deadlines in LO mode to “prepare” for
task overrun, see e.g. [4, 5]. Therefore, ∀τi ∈ τHI, it would be necessary to set
Di(LO) < Di(HI).



Based on our model and assumptions, ∀τi ∈ τHI:

Ti(HI) = Ti(LO) = Ti, Di(LO) < Di(HI) = Di,

Ci(HI) ≥ Ci(LO),
(1)

and ∀τi ∈ τLO:

Ti(HI) ≥ Ti(LO) = Ti, Di(HI) ≥ Di(LO) = Di,

Ci(HI) = Ci(LO).
(2)

Notice that the above notations embrace task killing as a special case – if
LO criticality tasks are killed, then:

Ti(HI) = +∞, Di(HI) = +∞, ∀τi ∈ τLO. (3)

Other notations. For convenience of presentation, we extend the semantics
of the conventional integer operator mod: a mod b = a−

⌊
a
b

⌋
· b, where a and b

can now be real numbers.

3 Minimum processor speedup to handle over-
run

We present in this section how to compute the minimum required processor
speedup to handle task overrun and guarantee task deadlines. For this purpose,
we will first revisit some results on system schedulability analysis.

Since EDF is assumed in this paper, we could use demand bound analysis to
determine the system schedulability. The demand bound function for task τi in
a time interval of length ∆ is defined as the worst-case total execution times of
all τi’s jobs with both arrival times and deadlines in this time interval. Known
results exist in case that task parameters are constant, e.g. in LO mode, the
demand bound function of any task can be calculated as [5]:

DBFLO(τi,∆) = max{
⌊

∆−Di(LO)

Ti(LO)
+ 1

⌋
, 0} × Ci(LO). (4)

To guarantee schedulability in LO mode, it then suffices when the sum of demand
bound functions for all tasks is no greater than the provided processing resource
in any time interval [5].

The schedulability analysis in HI mode is non-trivial, since there could exist
schedulability dependencies between LO and HI modes. This is because unfin-
ished jobs in LO mode are forced to take the processing resources in HI mode
to meet their HI mode deadlines. In light of this, their effects need to be taken
into account when calculating the demand bound functions in HI mode. We
adopt in this paper a known result to calculate such HI mode demand bound
functions [5, 9]:

Lemma 1. For any task τi ∈ τ , define a set of functions as follows:

w(τi,∆) = (∆ mod Ti(HI))− (Di(HI)−Di(LO)), (5)



Table 1: Example task set

τ χ Ci(LO) Ci(HI) Di(LO) Di(HI) Ti(LO) Ti(HI)

τ1 HI 2 7 4 10 12 12

τ2 LO 3 3 6 6 10 10

r(τi,∆, w(·)) =


min{w(τi,∆), Ci(LO)} if w(τi,∆) ≥ 0

+Ci(HI)− Ci(LO),

0, otherwise

. (6)

The demand bound function of τi in HI mode can be calculated as:

DBFHI(τi,∆) = r(τi,∆, w(·)) +

⌊
∆

Ti(HI)

⌋
· Ci(HI). (7)

Notice that in Lemma 1, r(τi,∆) essentially quantifies the impacts of un-
finished jobs in LO mode on HI mode system demands. Furthermore, we see
that HI mode system demands depend on: (1) the preparation for task over-
run in LO mode, i.e. LO mode deadlines of HI criticality tasks, and (2) the
degraded services in HI mode, i.e. new deadlines and job inter-arrival times for
LO criticality tasks. We will show the interplay between those parameters and
the required system speedup in Section 5.

Based on the above calculations of demand bound functions, we can now
compute a minimum processor speedup to guarantee schedulability in HI mode.

Theorem 2. Assume the processor speeds up by a factor s when entering HI
mode to handle overrun. The minimum processor speedup factor, smin, which
guarantees HI mode schedulability, can be calculated as follows:

smin = max
∆≥0

{∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆)

/
∆

}
. (8)

Proof. Based on the demand bound analysis, to guarantee HI mode schedula-
bility, it is sufficient [5, 9] if:

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆) ≤ s · ∆,∀∆ ≥ 0. We can then

reformulate and derive s ≥ max{
∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆)

/
∆},∀∆ ≥ 0. Thus, we

have (8).

Notice that in (8), we allow the divisor ∆ to be zero: If the total HI mode
system demands are non-zero in a interval of zero length, the system will require
infinite speedup in HI mode, i.e. smin = +∞. This could actually happen if
the deadlines of HI criticality tasks are not shortened in LO mode, see our
discussions regarding (1).

Example 1. Consider a simple dual-criticality task set with parameters shown
in Table 1. The LO criticality task τ2 here needs to adhere to its original service
parameters in HI mode. In this case, existing scheduling techniques [1] assuming
task killing or service degradation could not be applied.



(a) No service degradation (b) Service degradation

Figure 1: Minimum speedup and demand bound functions

However, if dynamic processor speedup is allowed, we can apply (8) and
calculate the minimum required speedup for HI mode is 4

3 . Furthermore, if we
allow τ2 to degrade its service in HI mode by setting D2(HI) = 15, T2(HI) = 20,
then the required speedup factor can be reduced to 0.875. In this case, the system
can actually slow down in HI mode despite the fact that τ1 overruns, since
the system load is greatly reduced by degrading the services for τ2. We plot in
Figure 1 our results for both cases. As we can see, the computed minimum
speedup factors do guarantee HI mode schedulability.

Computation efficiency. (8) suggests that the computation of the min-
imum processor speedup would require examination of all non-negative inter-
val lengths. However, in practice, this computation can be done efficiently in
pseudo-polynomial time. First, due to the periodicity of the demand bound
function (7), we can limit the maximum examined interval length to the least
common multiple of all HI mode task minimum inter-arrival times. Second,
only a list of discrete interval lengths needs to be checked: As suggested by (7),
the demand bound function is piecewise-linear, which can be also observed in
Figure 1. Therefore, only boundaries at those piecewise-linear segments need to
be checked. Formally, we have the following results.

Lemma 3. Denote the least common multiple of all tasks’ HI mode minimum
inter-arrival times as LCMT , and define a set of functions as follows:

pd(τi, k) = Di(HI)−Di(LO) + Ci(LO) + kTi(HI), (9)

b̂d(τi, l) = {pd(τi, k) | k ∈ N ∧ pd(τi, k) ≤ l}, (10)

b̌d(τi, l) = {pd(τi, k)− Ci(LO) | k ∈ N ∧ pd(τi, k)− Ci(LO) ≤ l}. (11)

The minimum processor speedup, smin, which guarantees HI mode schedula-



bility, can be computed in pseudo-polynomial time:

smin = max

∆∈
(⋃
τi

b̂d(τi,LCMT )

)
∪
(⋃
τi

b̌d(τi,LCMT )

)
{∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆)

/
∆

}
. (12)

Proof. We prove in two steps. First, we will show that the maximum interval
length to be examined can be limited to the least common multiple of all tasks’
HI mode minimum inter-arrival times (LCMT ). According to (7), the HI mode
demand bound functions have periodic patterns, i.e.:

DBFHI(τi, δ + kTi(HI)) = DBFHI(τi, kTi(HI)) + DBFHI(τi, δ)

= k ·DBFHI(τi, Ti(HI)) + DBFHI(τi, δ)

= kCi(HI) + DBFHI(τi, δ), ∀k ∈ N.
(13)

Thus, ∀ 0 ≤ δ ≤ LCMT , ∀k ∈ N, we have:∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi, δ + kLCMT )

δ + kLCMT

=

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi, δ) +
∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi, kLCMT )

δ + kLCMT

=

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi, δ) + k ·
∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,LCMT )

δ + kLCMT
.

(14)

Now, ∀ 0 ≤ δ ≤ LCMT ∧
∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,δ)

δ ≥
∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,LCMT )

LCMT
, we have:∑

τi∈τ
DBFHI(τi, δ) + k ·

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,LCMT )

δ + kLCMT
≤

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi, δ)

δ
. (15)

Notice that, such δ always exists (e.g. δ = LCMT ), and (14) will increase as

long as

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,δ)

δ increases. Hence, we have:

max
∆≤LCMT

{∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆)

/
∆

}
≥ max

∆>LCMT

{∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆)

/
∆

}
.

(16)
Second, we prove that only a list of discrete interval lengths needs to be

examined. According to (7), the HI mode demand bound function of any task
will increase in only intervals [Di(HI)−Di(LO) + kTi(HI), Di(HI)−Di(LO) +
Ci(LO) + kTi(HI)], where k ∈ N. Furthermore, we observe that, for such in-
tervals, the HI mode demand bound function is piecewise linear for all tasks,
due to (7) (as can be also seen in Figure 1). Let us denote one such segment of∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆) as α ·∆ + β. Clearly, the maximum value of

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆)

∆

(i.e. α+β/∆) in this segment, can only be achieved at the boundaries of it. By
considering all such segments and their boundaries, we have (12).
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Figure 2: Worst-case scenario for arrived demand

4 Service resetting time under processor speedup

We proceed to show that speeding up the processor to handle task overrun
is even more attractive, as it can help the system to recover normal opera-
tion/speed faster. Together with the fact that task overrun is rare, this suggests
processor speedup can incur low cost as it would only be temporarily required.

To quantify service resetting time under processor speedup, we need to first
identify a sufficient condition under which a system can be safely reset to LO
mode. Since we do not know statically how long the system will overrun, we can
safely assume that the system can recover when the processor is idle, i.e. when
all arrived workloads are finished. Notice that, there could be infinitely many
idling points in HI mode. Thus, one needs to find the closest processor idling
time after entering HI mode, at which point the system can safely recover.

As a second step, we need to bound the worst-case arrived system loads
(demands) starting from the transition to HI mode, as this is required to upper-
bound when in the nearest future can all the arrived demands be finished.
Special attention needs to be paid to unfinished jobs in LO mode, since those
“partial” jobs can be viewed as if they are released at the time of mode transition
and must finish in HI mode. In fact, there is already one known result [9] in the
literature which solves this problem. However, the technique proposed therein
relies essentially on exhaustive search to find the worst-case arrived demands
after entering HI mode. In the following, we will analytically identify such
worst-case scenario.

For presentation convenience, we assume the system transits to HI mode at
time t̂. In addition, let us denote the start and end of a time interval of length
∆ as t∆start and t∆end, resp. Furthermore, we denote the latest jobs of τi arriving
no later than t∆start and t∆end as µ and λ, resp. The arrival time of these two jobs
are denoted as tµa , tλa , resp. Figure 2 depicts graphically our notations.

Lemma 4. For a time interval of length ∆ starting from the transition to HI
mode (t∆start = t̂), the worst-case arrived demand for any task τi ∈ τ is obtained
when this time interval ends with a future job arrival of τi, i.e. t∆end = tλa.

Proof. Let us assume t∆end > tλa . Now assume we shift the considered time

interval to the left such that the new end time of the time interval t′
∆
end equals

to tλa . In this case, the demand of job λ still arrives within the time interval.
Furthermore, for job µ, we distinguish between two cases:



1 t∆start ≤ tµa +Di(LO): In this case, job µ could be unfinished at transition
as it is only expected to finish by tµa + Di(LO) in LO mode. By shifting
the considered interval to the left, job µ can only have executed less in LO
mode, and more remaining load/demand is “carried into” HI mode.

2 t∆start > tµa + Di(LO): In this case, job µ has already finished when the
system transits to HI mode. By shifting the time interval interested to the
left, job µ could become unfinished if the time interval now starts before
or at tµa +Di(LO), i.e. it starts to “carry” load into HI mode.

Since the jobs arriving in between µ and λ are not affected, and the carried-in
demand of µ is non-decreasing, it follows that by setting the considered time
interval ending with one job arrival of τi, the arrived demands of τi in the time
interval cannot decrease. This concludes the proof.

Now, based on Lemma 4, we can quantify the worst-case arrived demand for
any task starting from the transition to HI mode and bound when the system
can be safely recovered.

Theorem 5. Assume the processor speeds up by a factor s when entering HI
mode at time t̂, and define function w′(·) as follows:

w′(τi,∆) = (∆ mod Ti(HI))− (Ti(HI)−Di(LO)). (17)

The worst-case arrived demand bound of τi in time interval [t̂, t̂+ ∆] can be
calculated as:

ADBHI(τi,∆) = r(τi,∆, w
′(·)) + (

⌊
∆

Ti(HI)

⌋
+ 1) · Ci(HI), (18)

where function r(·) is defined in (6).
If the system is idle at time t̂+ ∆R, it must follow that:∑

τi∈τ
ADBHI(τi,∆R) ≤ s ·∆R. (19)

Proof. According to Lemma 4, for any task τi, the worst-case arrived demand
happens for interval [t̂, t̂ + ∆] if it ends with a job arrival of τi. In this case,
the maximum number of arrived jobs after transiting to HI mode is bounded

by
⌊

∆
Ti(HI)

⌋
+ 1.

In addition, we have to consider the “carried-in” demand of the unfinished
job of τi. We can calculate that, in the worst-case, the transition to HI mode
happens w′(τi,∆) before job µ’s deadline in LO mode. If w′(τi,∆) < 0, then
µ is finished in LO mode and the carried-in demand is zero. Otherwise, the
demand of this unfinished job is increased by Ci(HI) − Ci(LO) due to mode
transition. Moreover, the remaining LO mode execution of µ can be calculated
as min{w′(τi,∆), Ci(LO)}. This is because µ is only expected to finish Ci(LO)
units of execution by its LO mode deadline before the mode transition and
the unfinished execution of job µ is at most Ci(LO). It then follows that the
carried-in demand of job µ can be compactly represented by r(τi,∆, w

′), with
function r(·) defined in (6).

Finally, if the system is idle at time t̂+ ∆R, the total arrived demands of all
tasks starting from entering HI mode must have been finished, which leads to
the formulation of (19).



(a) No service degradation (b) Parametric trend

Figure 3: Service resetting time under dynamic processor speedup

With the calculation of worst-case arrived demands starting from t̂ in (18),
the system is idle whenever the arrived demands are no greater than the sup-
plied resources, as stated in (19). Since the system can potentially have many
idling points in HI mode, we can then choose the first idling point after mode
transition, the time distance between which and the transition point gives a safe
lower-bound on the service resetting time. Formally, this can be formulated as
follows.

Corollary 6. If the processor speed is increased by a speedup factor s after
transiting to HI mode, a safe service resetting time can then be lower-bounded
as:

∆R = min{∆ ≥ 0 :
∑
τi∈τ

ADBHI(τi,∆) ≤ s ·∆}. (20)

Example 2. Consider the same task set as shown in Table 1. According to
(20), we can calculate the service resetting time for this task set. Our results
are depicted in Figure 3.

If no service degradation is allowed, we calculate that the service resetting
time is 17.25 when s equals 4

3 . In addition, if s is increased to 2, then the
service resetting time can be reduced to 6 since now overload is resolved faster
with higher processor speed. This is shown in Figure 3a.

The trend of service resetting time as s increases is better illustrated with
Figure 3b. As convinced by the results, there is a clear gain if the dynamic
processor speedup is increased. We will present how to derive closed-formulas to
express this relation in Section 5. Furthermore, if service degradation is enabled
in parallel to processor speedup, the service resetting time can be further reduced
as less overload needs to be addressed. For our results here, the degraded service
parameters as shown in Example 1 are adopted.

Computation efficiency. (20) would suggest all non-negative interval
lengths to be checked for computing the service resetting time. However, similar
to the computation of the minimum processor speedup, the problem here can



also be reduced to pseudo-polynomial complexity. First, we can upper-bound
the total arrived demand bounds by a linear function. By comparing this linear
upper-bound and the service supply (s · ∆), we can determine the maximum
interval length to check (the cross point of the two). Second, the total arrived
demands are piecewise linear w.r.t. ∆ (as an example, see Figure 3a). Thus, we
only need to check the boundaries of each segment to determine whether the
service supply crosses with the segment. Formally, we have the following result.

Lemma 7. Define a set of functions as follows:

pa(τi, k) = Ti(HI)−Di(LO) + Ci(LO) + kTi(HI), (21)

b̂a(τi, l) = {pa(τi, k) | k ∈ N ∧ pa(τi, k) ≤ l}, (22)

b̌a(τi, l) = {pa(τi, k)− Ci(LO) | k ∈ N ∧ pa(τi, k)− Ci(LO) ≤ l}, (23)

AUB(∆) =
∑
τi∈τ

(
Ci(HI) +

(
max

{
Ci(HI)−Ci(LO)
Ti(HI)−Di(LO) ,

Ci(HI)
Ti(HI)−Di(LO)+Ci(LO)

)
·∆

)
. (24)

Denote the cross point of AUB(∆) and S ·∆ in interval domain as ∆AUB . The
service resetting time can then be calculated in pseudo-polynomial time: For any

two points pa1 and pa2 ({pa1, pa2} ⊂
(⋃
τi

b̂a(τi,∆AUB )

)
∪
(⋃
τi

b̌a(τi,∆AUB )

)
),

if ∑
τi∈τ

ADBHI(τi, pa1) ≥ s · pa1 ∧
∑
τi∈τ

ADBHI(τi, pa2) ≤ s · pa2, (25)

then the system service resetting time exists within [pa1, pa2].

Proof. According to (18), ∀0 ≤ δ ≤ Ti(HI) ∀k ∈ N,

ADBHI(τi, δ + kTi(HI)) = ADBHI(τi, δ) + kCi(HI). (26)

Furthermore, based on (18), the arrived demand function for task τi only
changes at zero interval length (increased to Ci(HI)) and intervals [Ti(HI) −
Di(LO) + kTi(HI), Ti(HI) − Di(LO) + Ci(LO) + kTi(HI)], where k ∈ N. As a
result, we can first upper-bound the slope of the arrived demand function:

max
0≤δ≤Ti(HI)∧k∈N

ADBHI(τi, δ + kTi(HI))− Ci(HI)

δ + kTi(HI)

= max
0≤δ≤Ti(HI)∧k∈N

ADBHI(τi, δ)− Ci(HI) + kCi(HI)

δ + kTi(HI)

≤ max
0≤δ≤Ti(HI)∧k∈N

ADBHI(τi, δ)− Ci(HI)

δ
(similar to (14) and (15))

≤ max{Ci(HI)− Ci(LO)

Ti(HI)−Di(LO)
,

Ci(HI)

Ti(HI)−Di(LO) + Ci(LO)
}.

(27)

Consequently, the total arrived demands of all tasks can be bounded by (24),
the cross point of which and s ·∆ guarantees that for any point after this (larger



interval length), the supplied processing resource is larger than the arrived de-
mand. Thus, we get an upper-bound of the interval length to be checked.
Furthermore, due to the piecewise linearity of the demand bound function, we
can locate the minimum service resetting time as shown by (25). Notice that,
one just needs to scan all the boundary points of linear segments to find such
service resetting time, which incurs pseudo-polynomial time complexity.

Remark. Our calculation of the service resetting time ∆R does not assume
any particular task overrun pattern. If we assume in the worst-case two bursts
of overrun are separated by at least TO units of time (TO � 0 since overrunning
expected WCET is rare), then the frequency that the system needs to speedup
is bounded by 1

TO
as long as ∆R ≤ TO. In typical cases, the time used to

speedup (∆R) is often limited to a few tens of seconds due to power/thermal
management, which would anyway satisfy this constraint taking ∆R � TO.

5 Special case and system level trade-offs

To theoretically show the relation between different system parameters, the
current research on mixed-criticality often adopts implicit-deadline tasks with
two assumptions [4, 9]: (1) Deadlines of HI criticality tasks in LO mode are
shortened by a common factor 0 < x < 1 to prepare for overrun:

Di(LO) = x ·Di(HI), Ti(HI) = Ti(LO) = Di(HI),∀τi ∈ τHI. (28)

(2) Deadlines of LO criticality tasks are scaled up by a common factor y ≥ 1 in
HI mode to react to overrun:

Di(HI) = y ·Di(LO), Ti(χ) = Di(χ),∀τi ∈ τLO ∀χ. (29)

We continue to show that with those assumptions, closed-formula solutions can
be derived for computing the minimum required processor speedup and the

service resetting time. In the following, we denote Ci(χ)
Ti(χ) as Ui(χ), where χ ∈

{HI,LO}.

5.1 Processor speedup

We first present our result on bounding how overrun preparation x and service
degradation y will affect the required speedup in HI mode.

Lemma 8. Given design parameters x and y, the minimum required speedup to
guarantee HI mode schedulability can be upper-bounded as:

smin =
∑
τHI

max

{
Ui(HI)

Ui(LO)+(1−x) ,
Ui(HI)−Ui(LO)

1−x
+
∑
τLO

Ui(LO)

Ui(LO) + (y − 1)
. (30)

Proof. According to Lemma 1, the demand bound function of any task τi in HI
mode only increases linearly in intervals [Di(HI)−Di(LO) + kTi(HI), Di(HI)−
Di(LO) + Ci(LO) + kTi(HI)], where k ∈ N. Thus, we only need to check
for the boundaries of such intervals for the maximum value of DBFHI(τi,∆)/∆.
Furthermore, due to the periodicity of the demand bound function, we can limit



such boundaries to when k = 0 (similar to the bound of arrived demand function
as shown in Lemma 7). Based on (7), at time Di(HI)−Di(LO) the demand of
τi is increased by Ci(HI)−Ci(LO), and at Di(HI)−Di(LO)+Ci(LO) the task’s
demand is further increased by Ci(LO). The maximum value of DBFHI(τi,∆)/∆
at the two points gives the corresponding upper-bound:

DBFHI(τi,∆) ≤

(
max

{
Ci(HI)−Ci(LO)
Di(HI)−Di(LO) ,

Ci(HI)
Di(HI)−Di(LO)+Ci(LO)

)
·∆. (31)

Taking the assumptions in this section (Ti(HI) = Di(HI),∀τi), we have:

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆) ≤
∑
τi∈τ

(
max

{
Ci(HI)−Ci(LO)
Ti(HI)−Di(LO) ,

Ci(HI)
Ti(HI)−Di(LO)+Ci(LO)

)
·∆,

∑
τi∈τ

DBFHI(τi,∆)

/
∆ ≤

∑
τi∈τ

(
max

{
Ci(HI)−Ci(LO)
Ti(HI)−Di(LO) ,

Ci(HI)
Ti(HI)−Di(LO)+Ci(LO)

)
= smin (see (8)).

(32)
Finally, by (28) and (29), (32) can be simplified and (30) can be derived.

Lemma 8 clarifies that smin will monotonically decrease with decreasing x
and/or increasing y. We explain the intuitions behind this along with the fol-
lowing example.

Example 3. Consider the task set shown in Table 1, where task parameters
are now modified according to (28) and (29). Based on Lemma 8, we depict in
Figure 4a the impacts of overrun preparation x and service degradation y on the
minimum required speedup to guarantee HI mode schedulability. As we can see,
for smaller x (more overrun preparation in LO mode), the minimum required
speedup is decreased. This is because in this case more resources are statically
reserved for overrun by making HI criticality tasks finish earlier in LO mode.
Thus, less speedup is required to address overload. In addition, we see that, with
more service degradations (larger y), the required speedup also decreases. The
reason is the same as explained for x, degrading the service for LO criticality
tasks more will reduce HI mode system load, leading to less required speedup.

5.2 Service resetting time

We proceed to present how the service resetting time can be affected by system
design parameters using a closed formula.

Lemma 9. Given design parameters x, y and speedup s in HI mode, the service
resetting time can be bounded as:

∆R =

∑
τi∈τ

Ci(HI)

s− smin
, (33)

where smin is given by (30).



(a) Speedup (b) Resetting time

Figure 4: Various tradeoffs

Proof. As shown in Lemma 7, we can bound the total arrived demand bound
function as:

AUB(∆) =
∑
τi∈τ

(
Ci(HI) +

(
max

{
Ci(HI)−Ci(LO)
Ti(HI)−Di(LO) ,

Ci(HI)
Ti(HI)−Di(LO)+Ci(LO)

)
·∆

)
. (34)

Taking (32), we get:

AUB(∆) =

(∑
τi∈τ

Ci(HI)

)
+ smin ·∆. (35)

Finally, with Corollary 6, (33) can be derived.

With Lemma 9, we can see there is a clear gain in service resetting time when
processor speedup in HI mode is increased. In addition, the service resetting
time would be +∞ if the minimum processor speedup smin is chosen.

Example 4. With the same task set used in previous examples, we plot in
Figure 4b ∆R against s with different minimum required system speedups. Es-
sentially, smin represents the system load in HI criticality mode. We observe,
with artificially increased smin (more system load in HI mode), the service re-
setting time is increased as it will take longer to resolve overload. For the same
reason, similar trend can be observed if we decrease the actual system speedup
s.

6 Evaluation

We present in this section the validation of our proposed techniques by an
industrial flight management system (FMS) and extensive simulations.
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Figure 5: Experimental results on FMS

6.1 Flight management system

We adopt a subset of an industrial implementation of FMS, which consists of 7
DO-178B criticality level B (HI) and 4 criticality level C (LO) tasks. All tasks
can be modeled as implicit deadline sporadic tasks, with task minimum inter-
arrival times in the range of 100ms to 5s. For detailed parameters, we refer the
readers to [9]. We present our results in Figure 5.

As suggested by Figure 5a, with decreasing x (better safety preparation) or
increasing y (more service degradation), the required speedup in HI mode to
meet deadlines is reduced, see (28) and (29) for definitions of x and y. This is
because in both cases, the system load in HI mode is decreased. The contour
plot here clearly depicts the freedom in setting x and y for a certain speedup
in HI mode. Furthermore, Figure 5b presents how the service resetting time is
affected by the speedup in HI mode s and the uncertainty in HI criticality tasks’

workloads γ (γ := Ci(HI)
Ci(LO) ,∀τi ∈ τHI). Our results show that with increasing γ

or decreasing s, the service resetting time is increased, as increased overload is
resolved more slowly. In addition, we observe that FMS takes in the worst-case
less than 3s to recover with a speedup of 2, indicating that dynamic processor
speedup could indeed only be temporarily required.

6.2 Extensive simulations

To show the applicability of our proposed techniques to general task sets, we
now conduct extensive experiments on synthesized task sets. For this purpose,
we adopt a random task generator as proposed in [4]. The task generator starts
with an empty task set and continuously adds new random tasks to this set until
certain system utilization Ubound is met. For details, we refer the readers to [4].
In the following, we generate 500 task sets at each system utilization point and
conduct our experiments. Our results are shown in Figure 6, and we observe:

• Our proposed techniques can successfully bound the required processor
speedup and the service resetting time in all tested cases. As the system
utilization Ubound increases, both the required speedup and the service
resetting time increase since more overload needs to be addressed in HI
mode.
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Figure 6: Simulation using synthesized task sets, with task minimum inter-arrival
times randomly chosen from 2ms to 2s, task LO criticality utilization Ci(LO)/Ti(LO)
randomly chosen from 0.01 to 0.2 and γ = Ci(HI)/Ci(LO) (∀τi ∈ τHI) randomly
chosen from 1 to 3. Figure 6a is obtained assuming y = 2 and shows the distribution
of smin. Figure 6c is obtained assuming y = 2, s = 3 and shows the distribution of
∆R. Figure 6b and Figure 6d show the median values of our results across different
system utilizations. x in all cases is set to the minimum to guarantee LO mode
schedulability [9].

• The maximum required processor speedup is less than 3.3 for all tested
cases (Ubound = 0.9 in Figure 6a). In this case, the 50th percentile value
of processor speedup is only 1.4. In addition, for all cases when Ubound ≤
0.5, the maximum required speedup is less than 1, indicating that the
system can even slow down in HI mode. Furthermore, we see that speedup
indeed greatly improves system schedulability: Less than 25% task sets
are schedulable when Ubound = 0.9, smin = 1, which is increased to 75%
when smin = 1.9.

• The longest service resetting time for all tested cases is less than 2.6s
(Ubound = 0.9 in Figure 6c), while the median value of resetting time in this
case is only 678.6ms. Furthermore, we observe that the median/average
service resetting time increases slowly with increased system utilization.
However, the worst-case (dotted outliers in Figure 6c) can increase dra-
matically. In most test cases, the system can be reset within the average
inter-arrival time of all tasks.

• With more service degradation, both the minimum required processor
speedup and the system service resetting time can be reduced (increasing



Figure 7: Schedulability region under temporary processor speedup: 2x speedup for
no longer than 5s. For this set of experiments, γ (defined in Figure 6) is set to 10 to
cover more search spaces. All other task generation parameters are the same as used
in Figure 6. Uχ =

∑
χi≥χ

Ci(χ)/Ti(χ), χ ∈ {HI,LO}.

y for Figure 6b and Figure 6d), as less overload needs to be resolved in HI
mode. Furthermore, with increasing processor speedup s in HI mode, the
service resetting time can be further reduced, as convinced by the results
in all test cases in Figure 6d.

6.3 Schedulability regions

To clearly show the benefits of temporary processor speedup, we finally present
in Figure 7 the schedulability regions under dynamic processor speedup. For the
results in this figure, we set s = 2 and explicitly require that the resetting time
must fulfill ∆R ≤ 5s. We show how the system schedulability region could be
increased with such temporary processor speedup. For this purpose, we generate
in total 6.84 × 104 random task sets at all (UHI, ULO) points and conduct our
experiments, see Figure 7 for explanation of Uχ. We assume LO criticality
tasks are killed in HI mode here. At each (UHI, ULO) point, we consider a small
neighboring region to it (Uχ ± 0.025), and compute the percentage the system
is schedulable as the ratio of schedulable task set number to all task set number
in this neighboring region.

Based on our results, we see that there is a clear schedulability gain with
temporary processor speedup: First, the region in which the system is 100%
schedulable is greatly increased when compared to no processor speedup is used.
Furthermore, at high system utilization points, temporary processor speedup
can still guarantee a large portion of schedulable task sets. For example, when
both UHI and ULO equal 0.85, 90% task sets generated here can still be success-
fully scheduled with 2x processor speedup for no longer than 5s.



7 Conclusion

We propose in this paper to adopt dynamic processor speedup to handle task
overrun and protect the timeliness of critical tasks for mixed-criticality systems.
This approach is desirable as conventional approaches assume degrading less
critical tasks or killing them, which can incur great performance penalty or
even lead to violation of system safety. We provide results on calculating the
minimum speedup to satisfy real-time requirements in situation of overrun. Fur-
thermore, we show that processor speedup can help the system to recover faster,
which makes it even more attractive for mixed-criticality systems. Our proposed
techniques are demonstrated with an industrial flight management system and
extensive simulations, while various system level trade-offs are shown.
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